
 Dash Trim Removal Tool (DTRT), 9/32” socket & driver
  VSM G3, A Plate, J Stem
  Right of the air vent.

TOOLS REQUIRED:   
PARTS INCLUDED: 

LOCATION:

STEP 1.   Begin by removing the trim bezel that surrounds the 
instrument cluster, radio, and climate control. This bezel extends 
from the left of the steering wheel to the right of the radio. Slide 
ashtray out. With your hand palm side up, grasp the lower 
section of the bezel just above the ashtray. Pull toward you to 
release the first clip. Using the same action, continue working 
the bezel loose in a counter clockwise motion releasing a total 
of eleven (11) clips.
NOTE: For automatic transmissions with a column  shift only. 
Apply the emergency brake. Insert the key and turn the 
ignition to the “on’’ position. Place the transmission into low 
gear.

STEP 2. If applicable, tilt the adjusting steering wheel to its 
lowest position. Grasp the trim bezel and carefully pull it away 
from the dash. Set the bezel aside. Place the transmission back 
into park and turn the ignition to the off position. 

STEP 3.  Locate two (2) 9/32" hex-head screws to the right of 
radio. Remove the screws with the 9/32" socket and driver. Align 
the VSM G3 over the two screw holes. Insert the bottom factory 
screw first and tighten. Then insert the top screw and tighten.

Step 4. Re-assemble the dash in reverse order. You have 
successfully installed your VSM G3! 

Note: See the Assembly Instructions for G3 Components for 
additional information.

PLEASE READ COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING THIS VSM G3      
All instructions assume a drivers seat vantage point.  Caution is advised when removing and reassembling 

wood or plastic parts of a dash. Applying unnecessary force or  pressure may cause a piece to crack or break.

Pro.Fit International, Inc.® may not be held liable for any damage to a vehicle before, during or after the installation or removal of this VSM 
G3TM.  Pro.Fit International may not be held liable for any personal injury resulting from accident or improper installation. Pro.Fit International, 
Inc.®  1335 Eagandale Court,  Eagan,  MN 55121, Ph: 651.688.3588 or 800.388.0073  Fx: 651.688.9876
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PART NUMBER: CV-71-99-G3

Cadillac Escalade (2001-2006)
Chevrolet Avalanche & Silverado (2002-2006)

Chevorlet Suburban (2000-2006), Tahoe (2000-2006)
Chevrolet Silverado Classic (2007)

GMC Yukon & XL (2000-2006)
GMC Sierra (2000-2006)

GMC Sierra Classic (2007)
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